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Milestones of CP violation

• Mixing-induced CPV observed in Kaon decays


• The Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism


• Direct CPV discovered in B meson decays


• Direct CPV confirmed in D meson decays 


• What’s next? CPV in the baryon sector.
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Experimental opportunities for baryonic CPV

• LHCb is a baryon factory!


• BESIII and Belle II have fruitful results for charmed baryons and hyperons 


• First baryonic CPV evidence:  in 


• Experimental precision reached 1% 


• Direct CPV in some B meson decays can reach 10%. 

3.3σ Λ0
b → pπ−π+π−
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fΛb
/fu,d ∼ 0.5

[LHCb, Nature Physics 2017]

[LHCb, PLB 2018]

ACP(Λ0
b → pπ−) = (−3.5 ± 1.7 ± 2.0) % , ACP(Λ0

b → pK−) = (−2.0 ± 1.3 ± 1.0) %

ACP(B0 → π+π−) = − 0.32 ± 0.04, ACP(B0
s → K+π−) = + 0.213 ± 0.017

Discovery soon?



• For baryonic CPV, what observables to be measured?


• Is direct CP asymmetry the correct observable?


• Alternative observables to relax the requirements?
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A = A1eiϕ1eiδ1 + A2eiϕ2eiδ2 = A1eiϕ1eiδ1(1 + reiϕeiδ)

A = A1e−iϕ1eiδ1 + A2e−iϕ2eiδ2 = A1e−iϕ1eiδ1(1 + re−iϕeiδ)
ACP =

|A |2 − |A |2

|A |2 + |A |2 ,

ACP ∝ 2r sin ϕ sin δ Requirements:
1. r is large
2. weak phase  is large 
3. strong phase  is large

ϕ
δ
Far beyond control!

Theoretical consideration for baryonic CPV



Partial wave CP asymmetry

• In multi-body ( ) decays , decay width can be expanded 
with the Legendre’s polynomials, and the partial wave CP asymmetry is hereby defined  


• It has at least the following advantages:


1. Combine information in each bins in Dalitz plots

2. Different resonances  may induce interferences with large relative strong phases

n ≥ 3 H → R . . . → h1h2 . . .

R
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[Zhang, Guo, et al, 2103.11335, 2208.13411, 2209.13196]

 angle between  and  in the  rest frameθ*1 : h1 H h1h2

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.13196


• Polarizations/helicities of baryons provide fruitful observables.


• Lee-Yang parameters: α, β, γ
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,      ,   α =
2Re(S*P)

|S |2 + |P |2 β =
2Im(S*P)

|S |2 + |P |2 γ =
|S |2 − |P |2

|S |2 + |P |2

A(Λ0 → pπ) = ūp(S + Pγ5)uΛ

Polarization induced observables

Theoretically, they are expressed by partial wave amplitudes (helicity amplitudes ) as:h± = S ± P

Experimentally, they are measured by proton polarizations:

Pp =
(α+cos θ) ̂p+β ̂p × ̂s+γ( ̂p × ̂s) × ̂p

1 + α cos θ
Spin measurements are difficult!



• Key point: particle spins are encoded in their decay products.


• With entangled  and , BESIII measure the Lee-Yang 
parameters and their induced CPV


• Application to more channels with Cascade decays (e.g. )


1. Angular distribution reflects the helicity amplitudes 

2. They induce CPVs with different strong phase dependences

Ξ−Ξ̄+ Ξ− → Λπ− → p2π−

Λb → ΛV
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ΔϕCP ≈
⟨α⟩

1 − ⟨α⟩2
( β + β̄

α − ᾱ )Ξ
= (−5 ± 15) × 10−3

Polarization induced observables

Strong phase independent!

[BESIII, Nature 2022]

 vs sin δs cos δs

[Geng, Liu, et al, 2106.10628,2109.09524,2206.00348]
[Zhou, et al, 2210.15357]



• Strong phase dependence:  vs  

• Question: does this complementarity generally exist?


• Question: if yes, how to find them systematically?

sin δs cos δs
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Polarization induced observables

Whatever the strong phase is, either  

or  would be larger than 0.7.

|sin δ |
|cos δ |



• T-odd correlation  induced CPV have cosine dependence on strong phases


if it satisfies two conditions: (i) for the final-state basis { , n =1,2,…}, there is a 
unitary transformation , s.t. ; (2) 

Q−

|ψn⟩
U UT |ψn⟩ = e−iα |ψn⟩ UQ−U† = Q− .
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T-odd correlation induced CP asymmetry

TQ− = − Q−T, AQ−
CP ≡

⟨Q−⟩ − ⟨Q̄−⟩
⟨Q−⟩ + ⟨Q̄−⟩

∝ cos δs
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have cosine dependence on strong phase di↵erences. The
proof also provides a systematic method to find this type
of T-odd correlations, and thus can lead to a blanket
search for baryonic CPV. Applying it to two-body decays,
T-odd correlations can be built by triple- and pentuple-
products of momentum and spin vectors. Such T-odd
correlations are reflected as the imaginary parts of helic-
ity amplitude interference. This general conclusion was
previously observed in specific cases like B ! V V and
D ! V V decays [5–11]. It also provides a natural expla-
nation why T-odd correlation was generally used to in-
vestigate CPV in the higgs couplings htt̄ and h⌧ ⌧̄ without
the consideration of CP conserved phases [27, 28]. More-
over, for each of such T-odd corrections, there exists a
corresponding T-even correlation, whose expectation is
exactly the real part of the same helicity amplitude in-
terference. Therefore, CP asymmetries induced by such
T-odd and -even correlations are exactly complementary
to each other, and at least one of them would be large
whether the strong phase di↵erence is small or large.

Experimentally, although it is di�cult to directly mea-
sure them at colliders since particle spins are involved,
the T-odd and the corresponding T-even correlations can
be extracted from the angular distribution of further de-
cays of the primary decay products. We eventually pro-
pose the decay chains ⇤0

b ! N⇤(1520)⇢ ! p⇡⇡⇡ and
⇤0
b ! N⇤(1520)K⇤ ! p⇡K⇡ as examples to illustrate

their measurements and accessibility at the LHCb in the
near future, and the great potential of searching for CPV
in the baryon sector.

Strong phase dependence– We firstly prove the proposi-
tion that CP asymmetries induced by a type of T-odd
correlations Q�, A

Q�
CP , are proportional to the cosine of

involved strong phase angle di↵erences, cos �s. The ex-
plicit meaning of T-odd is that Q� transforms under a
time reversal as

T Q� = �Q�T . (1)

It should be noted that not any Q� can induce a CP
asymmetry proportional to cos �s [29]. A qualified Q�
must satisfy the following conditions: (i) In the Hilbert
space of the final states of a physical process that we
are interested, with a properly chosen basis {| ni, n
=1,2,...}, there exists a unitary transformation U that
transforms T | ni back to | ni up to a universal phase
factor, i.e., UT | ni = ei↵| ni; (ii) Q� is conserved un-
der this unitary transformation, i.e. UQ�U† = Q�. The

proof of AQ�
CP being proportional to cos �s is as follows.

The Q� expectation value of the final state |fi ⌘ S|ii
of a process can be expressed in terms of the transition
amplitudes from the initial state to basis vectors An ⌘

h n|S|ii, as

hf |Q�|fi = hi|S†Q�S|ii
=

X

m,n

h i|S†| mih m|Q�| nih n|S| ii

=
X

m,n

A⇤
mAnh m|Q�| ni . (2)

The dynamics are now coded in An’s, and h m|Q�| ni’s
only consist of kinematics. Then it can be shown that
the matrix element h m|Q�| ni is purely imaginary by

h m|Q�| ni = h m|T †T Q�| ni⇤

= �h m|T †Q�T | ni⇤

= �h m|T † U†U Q� U†U T | ni⇤

= �h m|T †U† Q� UT | ni⇤

= �h m|Q�| ni⇤ , (3)

where in the first step the anti-unitarity of T is used.
Because the expectation hf |Q�|fi must be real, only the
imaginary part of the amplitude interference Im(A⇤

mAn)
contributes. Or mathematically, one can obtain an equiv-
alent result through interchanging the position of indices
m and n since they are dummy, and then apply the her-
miticity of Q� as an observable. Significantly, the gen-
eral time evolution operator S that we used in the proof
implies that the above conclusion is valid for both per-
turbative and non-perturbative problems, and for diverse
physical systems such as beauty, charm, strange, top and
even Higgs physics.

The CP asymmetry induced by a T-odd correlation
Q� is defined as

AQ�
CP ⌘ hf |Q�|fi � hf̄ |Q̄�|f̄i

hf |Q�|fi+ hf̄ |Q̄�|f̄i
, (4)

where the CP transformed |f̄i ⌘ S(CP )|ii and Q̄� ⌘
(CP )Q�(CP )�1. Inserting complete basis of | ni and
| ̄ni ⌘ CP | ni, the numerator is given by

AQ�
CP /

X

m,n

i Im(A⇤
mAn � Ā⇤

mĀn)h m|Q�| ni , (5)

where the relation h m|Q�| ni = h ̄m|Q̄�| ̄ni indepen-
dent on dynamics has been used. The imaginary di↵er-
ence Im(A⇤

mAn�Ā⇤
mĀn) must be proportional to the sine

of the weak phase di↵erence sin �w and hence the cosine
of the relevant strong phase di↵erence cos �s. Quod erat

demonstrandum.

Analogously, if a T-even correlation Q+ satisfies con-
dition (i) and (ii), the right-hand side of (3) flips the
sign such that the Q+ expectation depends on the real
part of amplitude interferences. Therefore, its induced
CP asymmetry will be proportional to the sine of the
corresponding strong phase di↵erence, sin �s. Actually,
direct CP asymmetries are induced by a T-even corre-
lation, which can be defined by |fdihfd| with |fdi the
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Proof: 

⟨ f |Q− | f⟩ ∋ Im(A*mAn) AQ−
CP ∝ sin δwcos δs

[Wang, QQ, Yu, 2211.07332]



• Example 1. Triple product  in 


• Example 2. Triple product  in 

Q1 ≡ ( ⃗s1 × ⃗s2) ⋅ ̂p P → P1P2

Qp ≡ ( ̂p1 × ̂p2) ⋅ ̂p3 P → P1P2P3P4
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T-odd correlation induced CP asymmetry

[Wang, QQ, Yu, 2211.07332]

T : ⃗p → − ⃗p , h → h; U = R(π) : − ⃗p → ⃗p , h → h condition (i)

T : Q1 → − Q1; U = R(π) : Q1 → Q1 condition (ii)

T : ⃗p → − ⃗p ; U = P : − ⃗p → ⃗p condition (i)

T : Qp → − Qp; U = P : Qp → − Qp condition (ii)



• For the decay , three such T-odd correlations


• Their expectations are imaginary helicity amplitude interferences


• Moreover, complementary T-even correlations are found 

Λb → N*(1520)K*
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T-odd correlation induced CP asymmetry

[Wang, QQ, Yu, 2211.07332]

Q1 ≡ ( ⃗s1 × ⃗s2) ⋅ ̂p =
i
2

(s+
1 s−

2 − s−
1 s+

2 )

Q2 ≡ ( ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂p)( ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂p)Q1 + Q1( ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂p)( ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂p) =
i
2

sz
1sz

2(s+
1 s−

2 − s−
1 s+

2 ) +
i
2

(s+
1 s−

2 − s−
1 s+

2 )sz
1sz

2

Q3 ≡ ( ⃗s1 ⋅ ⃗s2)Q1 + Q1( ⃗s1 ⋅ ⃗s2) − Q2 =
i
2

(s+
1 s+

1 s−
2 s−

2 − s−
1 s−

1 s+
2 s+

2 )

⟨Q3⟩ = 2 3 Im (H+1,+ 3
2
H*

−1,− 1
2

+ H*
−1,− 3

2
H+1,+ 1

2
)

P1 ≡ ⃗s1 ⋅ ⃗s2 − ( ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂p)( ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂p), P2 ≡ ( ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂p)( ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂p)P1 + P1( ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂p)( ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂p),

P3 ≡ P2
1 − [ ⃗s 2

1 − ( ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂p)2][ ⃗s 2
2 − ( ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂p)2] − [( ⃗s1 × ⃗s1) ⋅ ̂p][( ⃗s2 × ⃗s2) ⋅ ̂p]

⟨P3⟩ ∝ Re (H+1,+ 3
2
H*

−1,− 1
2

+ H*
−1,− 3

2
H+1,+ 1

2
)

Complementary!

Real part

 vs cos δs sin δs



• The expectations of the complementary T-odd and T-even correlations are both 
encoded in angular distribution of secondary decays of 


• Complementary CP asymmetries 

can thereby be measured, which 

depend on .

N*(1520)K*

cos δs & sin δs
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T-odd correlation induced CP asymmetry

[Wang, QQ, Yu, 2211.07332]

4

P 2
1�[~s 2

1 �(~s1·p̂)2][~s 2
2 �(~s2·p̂)2]�[(~s1⇥~s1)·p̂][(~s2⇥~s2)·p̂] =

(s+1 s
+
1 s

�
2 s

�
2 + s�1 s

�
1 s

+
2 s

+
2 )/2. Their expectations are ex-

actly the real parts of the interferences corresponding to
Q2,3 in (12).
Owing to the di�culties in measurements of particle

spins at colliders, the above observables are unlikely to
be directly measured at experiments. Fortunately, if the
final-state particles are unstable and thus subsequently
decay into more particles, most of the T-odd correlations
can be extracted from the angular distributions of the
integral decay chains. Next, we will perform the angular
analysis on the ⇤b ! N⇤(1520)V decay as an applying
example to the baryon CPV.
CPV in baryon sector.– We analyze the ⇤0

b !
N⇤(1520)V decay channel, where N⇤(1520) further de-
cays into p⇡ and V being K⇤ or ⇢ further decays into
K⇡ or ⇡⇡. To connect the T-odd observable to the ex-
perimental measurement, we derive the angular distribu-
tion of the decay chain ⇤0

b ! N⇤(1520)V ! p⇡P1P2 in
the framework of helicity formalism [30]. The kinematic
variables are identical to the depiction of FIG. 1, corre-
spondingly. The angular distribution is given as

d�

dc1 dc2 d'
/ s21s

2
2

✓���H+1,+ 3
2

���
2
+
���H�1,� 3

2

���
2
◆

+ s21(
1

3
+ c22)

✓���H+1,+ 1
2

���
2
+
���H�1,� 1

2

���
2
◆

+ 2c21(
1

3
+ c22)

✓���H0,� 1
2

���
2
+
���H0,+ 1

2

���
2
◆

� s21s
2
2p
3
Im

⇣
H+1,+ 3

2
H⇤

�1,� 1
2
+H+1,+ 1

2
H⇤

�1,� 3
2

⌘
sin 2'

+
s21s

2
2p
3
Re

⇣
H+1,+ 3

2
H⇤

�1,� 1
2
+H+1,+ 1

2
H⇤

�1,� 3
2

⌘
cos 2'

� 4s1c1s2c2p
6

Im
⇣
H+1,+ 3

2
H⇤

0,+ 1
2
+H0,� 1

2
H⇤

�1,� 3
2

⌘
sin'

+
4s1c1s2c2p

6
Re

⇣
H+1,+ 3

2
H⇤

0,+ 1
2
+H0,� 1

2
H⇤

�1,� 3
2

⌘
cos' ,

(13)
where s1,2 = sin ✓1,2 and c1,2 = cos ✓1,2. Two inde-
pendent T-odd observables are involved in the angular
distribution with respect to sin' and sin 2', AT,1 ⌘
Im (H+1,+ 3

2
H⇤

0,+ 1
2
+H⇤

�1,� 3
2
H0,� 1

2
) = �hQ1 + 2Q2i/

p
6

and AT,2 ⌘ Im (H+1,+ 3
2
H⇤

�1,� 1
2
+ H⇤

�1,� 3
2
H+1,+ 1

2
) =

hQ3i/(2
p
3). They can be extracted by integrating the

di↵erential decay width

AT,i /
Z

d�

dc1 dc2 d'
Wi dc1 dc2 d', (14)

with the weight functions W1 = sin' c1 c2 and W2 =
sin 2' s1 s2, respectively. The expectation of the comple-
mentary T-even correlations hP1+2P2i and hP3i are also
contained in the angular distribution (13) with respect
to cos' and cos 2', and can be analogously extracted.
In the rest frame of ⇤0

b , we define ~na = ~p1 ⇥ ~p2/|~p1 ⇥ ~p2|,

FIG. 1. The depicted figures of angular distributions of ⇤0
b !

N⇤(1520)K⇤ ! p⇡K⇡. The angle ✓1, ✓2 are defined in the
rest frames of K⇤ and N⇤(1520), respectively. These angles
also correspond to the definition of angular distribution (13).

~nb = ~p3 ⇥ ~p4/|~p3 ⇥ ~p4|, and then sin' and sin 2'
can be expressed in terms of the momentum variables,
sin' = (~na ⇥ ~nb) · p̂b = ~na · (~nb ⇥ p̂b) / (~p1 ⇥ ~p2) · ~p4 and
sin 2' = 2 sin' cos' / [(~p1⇥~p2) ·(~p3⇥~p4)][(~p1⇥~p2) ·~p4].
Here, we can see their T-odd property, but it must be
noticed that the true T-odd correlation is constructed
based on the polarizations and momenta of N⇤,K⇤, not
the p,K,⇡ momenta. Then, the induced CP asymme-
tries are given by the di↵erences between ATi and their
CP conjugate values

AT,i
CP =

AT,i � ĀT,i

AT,i + ĀT,i
. (15)

It should be emphasized that AT,i
CP are proportional to the

cosine of some strong phase di↵erence cos �s,i, as proved
before. More than that, CP asymmetries induced by
hP1+2P2i and hP3i are proportional to the sine of exactly
the same phase di↵erence sin �s,i, since these observables
are given by the real parts of the same helicity ampli-
tude interferences. Therefore, they are exactly comple-
mentary to each other. Whether �s,i is small or large, the
CP asymmetry has a chance to be observed. From the
experimental aspect, the data samples of N⇤(1520)K⇤

and N⇤(1520)⇢ are remarkable and prospective to search
for baryonic CPV [23]. Above discussion directly applies
to other decays with same quantum numbers like those
listed in [33] such as ⇤b ! ⇤(1520)⇢0,⇤(1520)�. It can
also be extended to other two-body baryon decays such
as ⇤0

b ! ⇤V [34–37], though it has a smaller data sam-
ple [38].
Summary.– In this work, we prove that a type of T-odd
correlations that satisfy two proposed conditions induce
CPV observables proportional to cosine of strong phase
di↵erences. This property makes them complementary
to traditional direct CP asymmetries and neutral me-
son mixing induced CPV observables, i.e., still sensitive
in case of small strong phase di↵erences. Hence, it is a
powerful tool that can be used to search for CPV in the
baryon sector. The proof in passing provides the recipe
of constructing such T-odd correlations. In baryon de-
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where s1,2 = sin ✓1,2 and c1,2 = cos ✓1,2. Two inde-
pendent T-odd observables are involved in the angular
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with the weight functions W1 = sin' c1 c2 and W2 =
sin 2' s1 s2, respectively. The expectation of the comple-
mentary T-even correlations hP1+2P2i and hP3i are also
contained in the angular distribution (13) with respect
to cos' and cos 2', and can be analogously extracted.
In the rest frame of ⇤0

b , we define ~na = ~p1 ⇥ ~p2/|~p1 ⇥ ~p2|,

FIG. 1. The depicted figures of angular distributions of ⇤0
b !

N⇤(1520)K⇤ ! p⇡K⇡. The angle ✓1, ✓2 are defined in the
rest frames of K⇤ and N⇤(1520), respectively. These angles
also correspond to the definition of angular distribution (13).

~nb = ~p3 ⇥ ~p4/|~p3 ⇥ ~p4|, and then sin' and sin 2'
can be expressed in terms of the momentum variables,
sin' = (~na ⇥ ~nb) · p̂b = ~na · (~nb ⇥ p̂b) / (~p1 ⇥ ~p2) · ~p4 and
sin 2' = 2 sin' cos' / [(~p1⇥~p2) ·(~p3⇥~p4)][(~p1⇥~p2) ·~p4].
Here, we can see their T-odd property, but it must be
noticed that the true T-odd correlation is constructed
based on the polarizations and momenta of N⇤,K⇤, not
the p,K,⇡ momenta. Then, the induced CP asymme-
tries are given by the di↵erences between ATi and their
CP conjugate values
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AT,i + ĀT,i
. (15)

It should be emphasized that AT,i
CP are proportional to the

cosine of some strong phase di↵erence cos �s,i, as proved
before. More than that, CP asymmetries induced by
hP1+2P2i and hP3i are proportional to the sine of exactly
the same phase di↵erence sin �s,i, since these observables
are given by the real parts of the same helicity ampli-
tude interferences. Therefore, they are exactly comple-
mentary to each other. Whether �s,i is small or large, the
CP asymmetry has a chance to be observed. From the
experimental aspect, the data samples of N⇤(1520)K⇤

and N⇤(1520)⇢ are remarkable and prospective to search
for baryonic CPV [23]. Above discussion directly applies
to other decays with same quantum numbers like those
listed in [33] such as ⇤b ! ⇤(1520)⇢0,⇤(1520)�. It can
also be extended to other two-body baryon decays such
as ⇤0

b ! ⇤V [34–37], though it has a smaller data sam-
ple [38].
Summary.– In this work, we prove that a type of T-odd
correlations that satisfy two proposed conditions induce
CPV observables proportional to cosine of strong phase
di↵erences. This property makes them complementary
to traditional direct CP asymmetries and neutral me-
son mixing induced CPV observables, i.e., still sensitive
in case of small strong phase di↵erences. Hence, it is a
powerful tool that can be used to search for CPV in the
baryon sector. The proof in passing provides the recipe
of constructing such T-odd correlations. In baryon de-
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Recent progress of QCD Factorization
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QCD Factorization

• Factorization makes hadron involved physical processes calculable


➡ Short-distance dynamics: perturbatively calculable  


➡ Long-distance dynamics: universal inputs, e.g., form factors, LCDAs


• Crucial to SM predictions for two-body B decays, especially CP violation


• Data + short-distance dynamics ➯ nonperturbative QCD 

16

[Bauer, Pirjol, Rothstein, Stewart, SCET]

[Keum,Li,Lu,Sanda,Xiao, PQCD]

[Beneke,Buchalla,Neubert,Sachradja, BBNS]



Annihilation amplitude
• BBNS suffers from endpoint singularities in annihilation diagrams


• Parametrization of the logarithmic divergence by BBNS 


• Make BBNS much less predictive

➡ for pure annihilation channels

➡ for CP violation, which is sensitive to strong phase

17

[BBNS, ’01]

Gluon propagatorQuark propagator

Soft k ∼ ΛQCD → 0
(p1 + q2)2 ∼ m2

b

Divergence!

1
[(p1 + q2 + k)2 + iϵ][(p1 + q2)2 + iϵ] ∫

∞

0
dωϕ+

B (ω)∫
1

0
dxϕM2

(x)∫
1

0
dyϕM1

(y)
1

x̄2y

ϕP(x) = 6x(1 − x)
p1 = yp

q2 = x̄q

k



Annihilation amplitude

• The fact: no divergence here!  The power counting Soft   is wrong. 

• They key: pick up the missing piece! 

• The complete formulation (keep  ): 

• The annihilation diagram is calculable, finite, and contains strong phase!

k ∼ ΛQCD → 0

p1 ⋅ k

18
[Lu, Shen, Wang, Wang, 2202.08073]

(p1 + q2)2 ∼ m2
b (p1 + q2)2 ∼ mbΛQCD

Hard gluon contribution Hard-collinear gluon contribution~
The missing piece

Both leading power!

From hard-collinear 

gluon exchange

∫
∞

0
dωϕ+

B (ω)∫
1

0
dxϕM2

(x)∫
1

0
dyϕM1

(y)
1

x̄y(x̄−ω/mB+iϵ)
≈ 18[(ln(mB/λB)+γE + 2) − iπ]



Annihilation amplitude

• It corrects the BBNS factorization of the annihilation diagram! 


• It makes the BBNS formalism more predictive!  

• It is important to phenomenology, especially to CPV!

19
[Lu, Shen, Wang, Wang, 2202.08073]



Light-cone Distribution Amplitudes

• LCDA: parton momentum fraction distribution in the light-cone direction


• Critical nonperturbative inputs to factorization calculation


➡ Extracted from data (suffer pollution from power corrections)


➡ Calculated by nonperturbative methods, e.g., Sum Rules, Dyson-Schwinger equation, 
inverse problem, …


• A first-principle lattice QCD calculation is available.

20

[Ball,’07; Cheng,’20; Chang,Roberts,…,’13; H.n.Li, 2205.06746]

[Lattice Parton Collaboration, J.Hua et al, 
Phys.Rev.Lett.129 (2022) 132001;

Phys.Rev.Lett.127 (2021) 062002]



Light-cone Distribution Amplitudes

• LCDA is a light-like correlation. Cannot be directly calculated by lattice.


• Instead, a quasi-DA can be calculated 


• Large momentum effective theory (LaMET): extract LCDA from quasi-DA

21

[Xi,…,’13,’21]

[LPC, J.Hua et al, Phys.Rev.Lett.129 (2022) 132001]

Large boost EFT

light-like correlationequal-time correlation

Power suppressed



Light-cone Distribution Amplitudes

• Lattice results for leading-twist pion and kaon LCDAs

22 [LPC, J.Hua et al, Phys.Rev.Lett.129 (2022) 132001]



Other Highlights
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Other highlights

• The long-distance penguin contribution to  , a novel B meson DA


• Modified PQCD and its application in in B→ππ decays

B̄ → γγ

24

New mechanism 

[	Yan Miao, Hui Deng, Ke-Sheng Huang, Jing Gao, Yue-Long Shen, 2206.12189;

K.S.Huang, W.Liu, Y.L.Shen, F.S.Yu, 2205.06095]

[QQ, Y.L.Shen, C.Wang, Y.M.Wang, 2207.02691]

[S.Lü, M.Z.Yang, 2211.10917]

New Calculation 

• PQCD calculation of baryon decays


• Sum Rule calculation of baryon decays 

[	J.J.Han, Y.Li, H.n.Li, Y.L.Shen, Z.J.Xiao, F.S.Yu, 2202.04804;

C.Q.Zhang, J.M.Li, M.K.Jia, Zhou Rui, 2202.09181, 2206.04501, 2210.15357]

New correction 

• NLO QCD corrections to inclusive   decay spectra up to  


• A Reappraisal of : Factorization and Sudakov Resummation


• Strange quark mass effect in   decays

b → cℓν̄ 1/m3
Q

B → γℓν̄

Bs → γγ, γℓℓ̄

[	T.Mannel, D.Moreno, A.A.Pivovarov, 2111.06418]

[	A.M.Galda, M.Neubert, X.Wang, 2203.08202]

[D.H.Li, L.Y.Li, C.D.Lü, Y.L.Shen, 2205.05528]



Other highlights

• Weak decays of excited-state mesons, e.g. 


• Inclusive weak-annihilation decays and lifetimes of 


• PQCD calculation of four-body non-leptonic B decays

D*(s), B*c

Ξbc

25

[	G.H.Yang, E.P.Liang, QQ, K.K.Shao, 2208.06834]

New channels 

New observables 

See S. Cheng’s talk 

[S.Cheng, Y.H.Ju, QQ, F.S.Yu, 2203.06797; J.H.Sheng, Q.Y.Hu,R.M.Wang, EPJC’22;


Y.L.Yang, L.T. Wang, K.Li, L.T.Li, J.S.Huang, Q.Chang, J.F.Sun, 2207.10277,2208.02396]

• Probing hyperon CP violation from charmed baryon decays


• Angular distributions for   DecaysΛb → Λ*J (pK−)J/ψ
[J.P.Wang, F.S.Yu, 2208.01589]

See F. Huang’s talk 

[Zhi-Peng Xing, Fei Huang, Wei Wang, 2203.13524]

[	Y.Li, D.C.Yan, R.Zhou, Z.J.Xiao, 2204.01092,2208.06834

C.Q.Zhang, J.M.Li, M.K.Jia, Y.Li, R.Zhou, 2112.10939]

New Physics 

[W.F.Duan, S.P.Li, X.Q.Li, Y.D.Yang, 2111.05178]

• Scrutinizing new physics in semi-leptonic  decay


• Linking   anomalies to   tension via Dirac neutrino

Bc → J/ψτν

RK(*) H0

[R.Y.Tang, Z.R.Huang, C.D.Lü, R.L.Zhu, 2204.04357]



Summary
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Summary

• Novel CPV observables are proposed, including those complementary 
to each other, which would help discover baryonic CPV. 


• QCD factorization has been reanalyzed with endpoint singularities 
“disappearing” in annihilation amplitudes, and it become more predictive 
with lattice calculation of LCDAs.


• There are many other beautiful works in flavor physics in the past year, 
including progresses of new mechanisms, new calculations, new 
corrections, new channels, new observables and new physics. 
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Thank you!


